Abstract-In this paper, we present a novel approach to extract complex and overlapping temporally correlated features directly from spike-based dynamic vision sensors. A spiking neural network capable of performing multilayer unsuper vised learning through Spike-Timing-Dependent Plasticity is introduced. It shows exceptional performances at detecting cars passing on a freeway recorded with a dynamic vision sensor, after only 10 minutes of fully unsupervised learning.
978-1-4244-9637-2/11/$26.00 ©2011 IEEE However, the undeniable advantages of silicon retinas are also what makes them more difficult to use, because most of the classic vision processing algorithms are inefficient or simply do not work with them [3] . Classical image-based convolutions for example are difficult to implement, because pixels activity is asynchronous and the AER data stream is continuous. Spike-or AER-based convolutional networks do exist [4] , however the weights of the convolution kernel are often learned off-line and using a frame-based architecture.
More importantly, those approaches are essentially based on the absolute spike rate of each pixel, thus ignoring much of the information contained in the relative timing between individual spikes [5] .
To overcome these difficulties, we propose a novel ap proach that fully embraces the asynchronous and spiking nature of the these sensors and is able to extract complex and overlapping temporally correlated features in a robust and completely unsupervised way. We show a new way of using Spike-Timing-Dependent Plasticity (STDP) to process true dynamic spike-based stimuli, recorded from an actual AER sensor, with what we hope will become a standard test case for such algorithms. We show how motion sequences of individual objects can be learned from complex mov ing sequences with a feed-forward multilayer unsupervised learning spiking neural network. This work, which extends some of the concepts introduced in [6] , takes full benefit of the relative spike timing of the sensor's pixels and shows exceptional performances, considering the simplicity and the unsupervised nature of the proposed learning scheme. These characteristics also make this approach an excellent candidate for efficient future hardware implementations, that could take advantage of recent developments in memristive nano-devices [7] .
II. METHODOLOGY
In this paper we simulate a spiking neural network that performs pattern recognition based on AER retina data. To this end, a special purpose C++ event-based simulator was developped and is used for all the simulations. Event-based simulation is particularly well adapted for processing AER data flow, unlike traditional clock-driven neural network sim ulators, which generally focus more on biological modeling accuracy than efficient hardware simulation. Our simulator is therefore capable of processing 128x 128 AER retina data in near real-time on a standard desktop CPU.
A. Learning Rule
The learning rule, common to all the simulations presented in this paper, is a simplified STDP rule. STDP was demon strated in biological neurons about a decade ago in [8] [9] , and is now believed to be a foundation of learning of the brain [10] and is widely used, though with many variations, in both computational neuroscience [11] [12] and machine learning [13] [14] [15] . In our case, we use a simple rule where all the synapses of a neuron are equally depressed upon receiving a post-synaptic spike, except for the synapses that were activated with a pre-synaptic spike a short time before, which are strongly potentiated. It is important to note that all the other synapses are systematically depressed, even if they were never activated. This behavior therefore cannot be entirely modeled with a classical STDP window function !:" w = f(tpo s t -tpre). It is also not accurate to consider the synapses as being leaky, or volatile, because they only 
where Q+ > 0, (3+ :::: 0, Q_ < 0 and (3-:::: 0 are four parameters. W is the weight of the synapse and is allowed to change between W m in and wmax . 
B. Spiking Neuron Model
In our event-driven simulator, a spike event at time tspi k e is modeled as the unit impulse function b( t -t s pi k e). Between two spikes, the integration u of the leaky integrate-and-fire neuron is the solution of the simple differential equation The neuron's integration state only needs to be updated at the next spike event, at time tspi k e, where the synaptic weight W of the incoming spike is added to the integration :
( t s pi k e -t las t sP i k e ) + U = u. e x p --W Tl e ak (4) When the integration u reaches the neuron's threshold, a new spike event is created and sent to every output synapses.
The integration is then reseted to zero and cannot increase again until the end of a refractory period Trefr a c.
C. Lateral Inhibition
When a neuron spikes, it disables all the other neurons during a period Tinhibii> during which no incoming spike is integrated. This inhibiting period also adds to the refrac tory period of the neurons recently activated, in the case where Tinhibit < Trefr a c. Because the neurons are leaky, if Tinhibit > > T l e a b one can consider that the neurons are also reset after the lateral inhibition.
D. AER data
The AER data used in this paper were either recorded with the TMPDIFFI28 DVS sensor [I] and downloaded from this website [16] or generated with the same format. An AER dataset simply consist of a list of events, with for each event, the address of the emitting pixel of the retina, the time-stamp of the event and its type. For the TMPDIFF128 sensor, a pixel generates an event each time the relative change of its illumination intensity reaches a positive or a negative threshold. Therefore, depending on the sign of the intensity change, events can be of either type ON or type OFF, con-esponding to a increase or a decrease in pixel illumination, respectively.
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, we first present a simple learning case of short ball trajectories with artificially created AER data se quences, before moving to a real-life learning demonstration with a recorded sequence from a 128x 128 AER silicon retina.
Finally, we show the robustness of our approach, to external noise and jitter as well as to internal network parameters such as the weight evolution parameters and the neurons parameters. Two mechanisms allow competitive and complementary learning of neurons [17] . The first one is lateral inhibition, which is fundamental to enable multiple neurons to learn Time (s) 
A. Partial Trajectory Extraction
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The threshold directly affect the selectivity of the neurons. The maximum value of the threshold is limited by TLTP and 7'leak.
T LTP 2 ms
The size of the temporal cluster to learn with a single neuron.
T refrac 10 ms Should be higher than T inhibit , but lower than the typical time the pattern this neuron learned repeats.
T inhibit 1.5 ms
Minimum time interval between the chunks a trajectory can be decomposed into.
7' leak
ms
The leak time constant should be a little higher than to the typical duration of the features to be learned.
eral inhibition, at a certain point neurons necessarily become more sensitive to some patterns than others.
At this stage, the LTP issued by the preferred pattern must overcome the LTD of the others, which is not necessarily guaranteed if ,0.w+ is too low. Note that if ,0.w+ is too high, the initial predicate does not hold and the neurons cannot be depressed enough to become selective.
2) One should have ,0.w < (wmax -Wmin), but high precision is not required. 4 to 5 bits per weight is enough, as ,0.w+ = 2.,0.w_ = (wma x -wmin)/l0 in our simulations.
It is remarkable that on average, there are 1.4 more neurons activated for diagonal trajectories than for horizontal and vertical ones. This number is consistent with the distance ratio between these two types of trajectory, which is equal to J2.
B. Advanced Features Learning
In this section, we show how the learning scheme intro duced above can be used to extract more complex, temporally overlapping features, directly from an AER silicon retina.
The stimulus used in this section was recorded from the TMPDIFF l28 DVS sensor by the group of T. Delbruck and is freely available on this website [16] . It represents cars passing under a bridge over the 210 freeway in Pasadena.
The sequence is 78.5 s in duration, containing a total of 5.2M events, with an average event rate of 66.1 k events per second. The neural network used for this simulation is described figure 7. It is a two-layer feedforward fully connected net work, with 60 neurons in the first layer and 10 neurons in the second one. The total number of synapses in this system is 2 * 128 * 128 * 60 + 60 * 10 = 1,966,680, which could however be greatly reduced in practical applications where a fully connected network is generally not necessary. This would be the case of our example, because the size of the features that can be learned (the cars) is small compared to the size of the retina and their spatial locations are also well defined. Nevertheless, we wanted to show the power of our approach by not spatially constraining the inputs of the neurons.
Two learning strategies are successively tested in the following, both completely unsupervised. The first one could be called a "global" learning, where the two layers learn concurrently, the lateral inhibition being always enabled. In the second strategy, only the first layer is active in a first step. Once the learned features are stable, lateral inhibition is removed and STDP can be disabled for this layer. Only after this step is the second layer allowed to learn and lateral inhibition is also removed afterwards. In this strategy, there is no more lateral inhibition involved in the network once every neuron has specialized itself and we will show the advantages of this method to achieve exhaustive extraction of temporally overlapping features. Finally, a methodology to find the optimal neuronal parameters through genetic evolution algorithm is detailed. Time (5) This mechanism, which is fundamental to allow competitive learning, therefore leads to poor performances in terms of pattern detection once the learning become stable. In conclu sion, the more selective a neuron is, the less it needs to be inhibited by its neighbors.
1) Global Learning:
The figure 10 shows If lateral inhibition is removed after the learning, but STDP is still active, we observed that the main features extracted from the first layer remain stable, as it was the case for the ball trajectories learning.
3) Genetic Evolution:
Finding optimal values for the neuron's parameters lthres, TLTP, Trejrac, Tinhibit and Tl ea k can be a challenging task. However, since all the neurons in a same layer share the same parameters, this makes only 10 different parameters in total in this neural network that must be fitted to a particular type of stimuli. This task can be accomplished efficiently by using a genetic algorithm, provided that a target network activity can be properly 
C. Robustness and Noise Immunity
In this section, we show that our learning scheme is re markably tolerant to synaptic variability, even when neurons variability is added as well. Exact, matched numbers for the to learn more than 4 traffic lanes, but even when two traffic lanes are not learned, the detection rate for the others remains better than 9S%. The sixth traffic lane is never learned. This is actually understandable, because cars passing on the sixth traffic lane (at the very right of the retina) activated less pixels over their trajectory than those on other lanes, with a total amount of cars that is also lower. Consequently, because the overall spik.ing activity for lane 6 is at least SO% lower than the others, it is likely that depending on the initial conditions or some critical value for some parameters, no neuron is able to sufficiently potentiate the corresponding synapses to gain exclusive selectivity. Indeed, figure 8 shows a specifi c example where all the lanes are learned and only 3 neurons out of 60 manage to become sensitive to the last lane.
2) Neuronal variability:
A new batch of 100 simulations was performed, this time with an added dispersion of 10% It is likely that with a longer AER sequence, better results could be achievable, without even considering the possibility of increasing the resolution of the sensor.
3) Noise and Jitter: The robustness to noise and jitter of the proposed learning scheme was also investigated. Simu lation with added white noise (such that 50% of the total amount of the spikes in the sequence are random) and 5 ms added random jitter shown almost no impact on the learning at all. Although only the first five traffic lanes are learned, essentially for the reasons exposed above, there were less than 5 missed cars and 10 false positives with the parameters from table III.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This paper introduced the first practical unsupervised learning scheme capable of exhaustive extraction of tem porally overlapping features directly from unfiltered AER silicon retina data, using only a simple, fully local STDP rule and 10 parameters in all for the neurons. We showed how this type of spiking neural network can learn after only 10 mjnutes of real-life data to detect cars with an accuracy greater than 95%, with a limjted retina size of only 128x 128 pixels.
The next logical step to improve our learning scheme would be to implement a more progressive deactivation of the lateral inhibition, which would take place during the learning. Neurons should be able to reduce the strength of the lateral inhibition proportionally to their selectivity. The only difficulty is to reliably quantize the selectivity of the neurons during the learning, without too much overhead.
Such a neural network could very well be used as a pre-processing layer for an intelligent motion sensor, where the extracted features could be automatically labeled and higher-level object tracking could be performed for example.
The STDP learning rule being very loosely constrained and fully local, no complex global control circuit would be required. This also paves the way to very efficient hardware implementations that could use large crossbars of memristive nano-devices.
